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GRO WOOD DECK TILE FASTENING KITS  
GRO Fastening Kits for use with GRO Wood Deck Tiles provide a secure connection between pedestals 
and the finished deck surface.  The weight of the deck pavers create a monolithic system to hold the 
system in place and mitigate against wind uplift.  GRO offers 2 fastening kit options for wood deck tile 
projects; choice of fastening kit is based on pedestal heights.

SCREW & WASHER
For pedestal heights > 2.5” 
Easily removable for repairs and maintenance

Fastening kit pedestal height < 2.5” installation:

Three wooden deck tiles are placed on a pedestal. The screw and washer 
is placed into the fastening slot of each wood deck tile.  The fourth deck 
tile is placed on the pedestal and the screw is fastened down to lock the 
wood deck tiles in place.

GRO Wood Deck Tiles are engineered with a slot cut in each corner 
enabling a special washer and finishing screw to be inserted.  Once all 
tiles are in place, the washer and screw are invisibly screwed into the 
corresponding top of the pedestal to “lock down” the tiles, ensuring 
a safe, secure, and level surface. Our fastening kit makes removal of 
a centrally-located tile simple, and eliminates the need to remove all 
tiles from the perimeter up to that point.

Fastening kit pedestal height < 2.5” installation:

Align the holes on the underside of the wood deck tiles with the plastic 
pins in the pedestals.  Push down on tiles until connection is complete.

GRO Wood Deck Tiles have a connection hole in the bottom corners 
of the pavers to secure a plastic pin which provides a connection to 
the pedestals.   Once all tiles are in place, the plastic pins are invisible, 
and ensure a safe, secure, and level surface.  With our plastic pin 
fastening kit,  removal of tiles for repairs and maintenance is simple 
and straightforward.

PLASTIC PINS
For pedestal heights < 2.5” 
More permanent connection


